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' the village this you must sacrifice to me, and then you may
' plunder the putel's house victoriously As a proof of the
' reality of this dream, I give you a silk scaif, which you may
' present to the mendicant' Having thus spoken, the Mata
became invisible Kanjee awoke, and found a silk scarf
lying beside him In the morning he gave it to the Charun
When the day before the Nowratta arrived, he assembled his
friends, two hundred in number, well mounted and armed,
and with them advanced to Detroj At the gate of the town
he found a very fine buffalo calf belonging to the putel He
killed it befoie the Mata, and sprinkled her with its blood
At this time the padishah had a garrison in a fort outside the
gate of Detroj Kanjee Rat posted a hundred horsemen to
observe the garrison, and taking the remaining hundred with
him, went to the putel's house, and ordered him to pay him
obeisance This Gopee putel refused to do, wheieupon Kanjee
slew him, with six of his sons The seventh son he aaved
alive, and Kaleedas, the present Putel of Detroj, is that son's
descendant
A complaint was made at Delhi that the putel had been put
to death, and the padishah sent Azim Khan to icduce Kanjee
to submission There was at that tune a very extensive forest
about Detroj, called the ' Janguro Forest,' of which the
following story is related —When Dhara Shah1 fled befoie
his brother, he came to Detroj, and Kanjee Rat offered to
protect him there Dhara asked where the fort was m which
he was to be sheltered To which Kanjee replied that the
foiest was stionger than any fort Dhara answered, 'The
 *	padishah's camels would eat this foiest, and the timber of it
 *	would make stakes for fastening his horses    However, it is
 *	well m you that you have so much courage '   Thus speaking,
Dhara Shah pursued his journey to Sindh   Now Azim Khan,
when he arrived, lost no tune in dealing the forest, upon
winch Kanjee fled to Kutosun, where a connection of his,
named Jeswunt Singh, was Irving   They jointly opposed Azim
Khan, but were at last obliged to fly to Junjoowar&, where
1 [Dora Shikoh, the eldest son of Shah Jahan Kanji Koh' conducted
him through Gujarat to the confines of Kachh% when he was fleeing
from Aurangzeb Sarkar, History of Aurtvngze^ 11,194 ]

